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The good accomplished through Contemplative Outreach is the
gift of the Holy Spirit (Theological principle 14)
How can one line say so much!!
As a Core Team we continue to watch this precious gift of the Holy Spirit flourish throughout
the whole of Ireland. This living organism continues to evolve with 2018 being a year of
very positive transition.
Last November we had the wonderful privilege of having Pat Johnson with us. Pat is the
current administrator of Contemplative Outreach in the U.S. and has been involved with
Contemplative Outreach Ireland from the beginning, being a constant support and mentor
over the years. Pat, along with her husband Bob, facilitated our 8 Day Post Intensive retreat
and also facilitated a Day of Reflection. A big thanks to both Pat and Bob for visiting us and
giving so much of themselves to us while they were here.
This December Pat retires as administrator of Contemplative Outreach and Denis Sheehan
will take over as the new administrator. Pat, we wish you every happiness in your retirement
after so many years of service to all of us.
Denis, we will hold you in our prayer as you take on your new role of service in Contemplative
Outreach.
In November Eileen finishes her time as Coordinator of Contemplative Outreach Ireland and
we are delighted to say that Kathleen Ormond will be our new Coordinator. Congratulations
Kathleen, you will be amazing and may the Gift of the Holy Spirit continue to flourish with
this gentle way of prayer.
From all of us on the Core Team, wishing you every blessing.
John, Tom, Kathleen, Alan, Niamh and Eileen.
The Core Team of Contemplative Outreach Ireland.

A Message from Snowmass, Colorado
Beloved Irish family,
Your ancient spirits carry us, move us, embrace us as we trust the process in these times
of our lives. Time right now is rapidly spinning toward the centre and it becomes more
and more important to take time so we can hear, see, and feel what we are being called to.
When we are moving so quickly and connected to so much data, it is difficult to connect to
our centres, our source. One of the gospels for Palm Sunday stated “If the people had not
cried out, the stones would have.” This reminds me of Ireland and how the stones speak.
We carry those stones and they carry our stories. Let us honour those stories and the
interconnectedness of all of us.
Love, blessings, and gratitude,
Pat Johnson.
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The Challenge of Servant Leadership
Thomas Keating; Contemplative Outreach News, June 2018
The spiritual life combines an ever-deepening practice of interior silence and service of
others motivated by the love for God. Both are necessary for the spiritual journey because
they cultivate a disposition of alert receptivity and openness to the guidance of the Spirit.
Contemplation and action are manifested in the practice of servant leadership. For a while,
the Church of the Middle Ages nearly lost the vision of Christ as servant leader and joined
forces with the political powers of the time. Maybe that was historically inevitable because
there was no other kind of force to establish a safe society for people than the institutional
Church. But when any group affirms its elite status or superiority over all other groups,
there is a hazard that the ego will take possession of that idea and go for it, because now it
has an excuse or motive for justifying all kinds of egoic forms of domination.
Jesus emphasized servant leadership to his apostles over and over again. What we do for
others is not to fix them, which presumes that we know how to fix them and presupposes
that we are coming from a superior position. We are called by God to care for others as
a privilege. All the members of the human family are members of what St. Paul calls the
Mystical Body of Christ. He doesn’t need our leadership talents. But he does appreciate
and need our practical love and humble service. He manifested the divine humility by
sacrificing all the honour and privileges of his nature as the Son of God. If we made that
disposition our own, trying to fix situations would change into allowing God to heal the
wounds that are impossible for us to deal with, let alone to fix. By making ourselves the
servant of those we serve, the divine healing work of Christ can flow through us without
our egos getting in the way. Servant leadership leads to gratitude for being able to serve.
The most profound truth regarding the spiritual journey is that we are being transformed
into Christ. We are turning ourselves over completely to God in the full consciousness that
this is a service that we are offering for the healing of the whole human family, not just for
our particular intentions.
Our heart in the sense of our inmost being has to become
big enough through grace to take into it everyone who has
ever lived – past, present, and to come. We are loved by God
to the point of his becoming one with us and our particular
experience of the human condition. The cross is suffering
endured out of love for all the members of the Mystical Body
and their transformation into oneness with the Father.
Fr. Thomas Keating has recently been accepted in hospice
and is comfortable. Please keep him in your hearts and prayers.
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The Lord Takes Delight in You!
I have been blessed to have been introduced to Centering Prayer some ten years ago. From
the very start it helped me make contact with a deeper sense of God in my life. However,
despite this, my own “busyness” resulted in lack of consistency in my practice. That being
said, prayer was always important to me and the Lord has pursued me all my life, as He does
to all of us. My busyness was generally with good work but then there is “good” and there
is “essential”. Finally I realised that I could not do without regular Centering Prayer practice
and so for some time now my twice a day practice has become one of those essentials to
keep me resourced in God’s grace.
In my earlier regular practice of Centering prayer there were a lot of “consolations” and
frequent strong feelings of joy. I believe that this was God encouraging me to continue
consistently and feed me on “baby milk” so that I could eventually move on to solid food.
So once my practice was established I now find that there are fewer consolations and
fewer experiences of “something out of this world”. There is a lot of learning for me in this.
I believe that the daily practice of Centering prayer helped me to get beyond relying on
certain experiences and more on a trust and faith that it is the same God with the same
unconditional love for me at all times and it is not dependent on how I feel or whether
entire sessions of my Centering prayer seem to be one continuous distraction after another.
This continues to teach me that I just need to “get out of my own way” and allow God to
be God knowing His ways are wiser than mine could ever be. I believe that I have come to
know that once my intention is to be available to God’s grace that that is all I need and He
will do the rest.
As I write this, the response to the Psalm at today’s Eucharist was “The Lord takes delight
in his people”. I believe that Centering prayer has helped me to “know” that the Lord takes
delight in me (and in you too) even when it doesn’t feel like that. That “knowing” is a
resource and a limitless well-spring that I can carry into all parts of the rest of my life. It is a
knowing that encourages me to grow towards the sentiments expressed by St. Paul when
he said “no longer I live but Christ lives in me” (Galatians 2:20).
So in my internal world, including my psychological wellbeing, and in my family, community
and work life my resources are replenished on an ongoing basis through the Eucharist, my
Centering prayer, Scripture and spiritual reading etc .
I work as a counsellor / psychotherapist. There I am privileged to meet so many people
who are in various levels of distress. It is there that I participate in the healing Ministry of
God’s love. When you are working with people in high levels of distress or trauma you need
to be aware of its effects on yourself. This is true for all people who are involved in any form
of caring work. I recognised that if I don’t care for myself that I could burn out and suffer
from what is referred to as “compassion fatigue”. Whatever walk of life we are in we all have
an obligation to “self-care”. This can include physical self-care such as exercise and healthy
eating as well as recreation and good relationships etc.
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But for me the most important resource in my counselling work is not my own. It is like
Jesus talking to the Samaritan woman at the well “no one who drinks the water that I shall
give will ever be thirsty again: the water that I shall give will become a spring of water
within, welling up for eternal life” (John 4:14). Further the main blocks between God’s love
and the person with whom I am working in counselling is my ego, my false self and my lack
of insight and wisdom. I believe that here again in practising Centering prayer I am better
equipped, as I have mentioned earlier, to get out of the way and allow the Spirit within me
to guide and direct the work through my openness to the promptings within, where God’s
love for the person with whom I am working is boundless.
My consenting and surrendering to God through Centering prayer allows Him to be the
Divine Therapist in my own life and in the same way His Divine Therapy can reach out
through me to the people with whom I work and indeed those with whom I live in my
community and family. I don’t push my Faith beliefs on people in my work in any way nor
would I find myself talking about Centering Prayer unless they asked me and only then
if I believed it was appropriate. But the God of all Creation has also created the human
person including their minds, psyche and emotions. He is the Master of Science including
the human sciences of psychology and psychotherapy and what is true, accurate, wise and
life giving in these sciences is created by God alone. I just need to be His instrument of
transmission and trust that He will do the transforming.
You don’t have to be a counsellor for this to apply to you too. For most of us our days are
filled with opportunities where we can be instruments of healing. It might be as simple as
really listening to somebody. I mean really really listening. Ask yourself the question “How
often when you are talking with somebody are you only half listening and while they are
still speaking you are focusing on what you are going to say in reply?” And often the focus
of what we are going to say is something to make ourselves look good, or smart or better
or more interesting!
Name of author with editor
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My Experience of Centering Prayer
Centering Prayer has brought me into closer communication with myself and with the
presence of God within me. I feel my contact with any aspect of this prayer nourishes
the essence of what it means to be human and offers guidance for everyday living. It
helps me to cut through the everyday nonsense of life, to a more grounded, centered and
honest perception of things. I have come to learn how much I have been driven by my
childlike programmes for happiness and the energy I have invested in achieving them. My
commitment to the practice has opened me up and made me more available to live in a
more mature, respectful and loving manner.
I have come to learn that my practice is as vital to my nourishment and growth as is food.
And on those days when everyday duties take priority over my prayer and I miss it, oh boy
will I feel it. The graces of clarity, calmness, gentleness and integrity will seem less evident
in my everyday experiences.
On this journey through life, one may be tempted to travel, to experience, or to buy
new things in a search for answers, security and even happiness. What I have come to
appreciate is the power of sitting in silence, to return to my centre, to that place where God
resides, and to focus my attention on our relationship. The presence of his compassion,
his kindness, gentleness, unfailing love and forgiveness and the unconditionality of it all
brings a softness and healing to old hardened wounds that can form defences. And to
think that this is all for free and that all we have to do is to show up and be present. In a
society where ‘Human Wellness’ is fast becoming a money spinning industry, the simplicity
and selflessness of this practice is truly heart-warming and loving in its very essence.
At times I have found this work to be humbling, sometimes requiring me to swallow my
pride and accept that I have made mistakes and have failed. But, it is the way in which
Centering Prayer asks us to treat these human failings that has taught me much about the
presence of God.
I gained so much from the experience of a weekend retreat and on reflection I think
the experience of the community was powerful. Sometimes I am guilty of thinking
independence is strength, that to go it alone will reap the best rewards. But to be in the
presence of a group and to feel our joint intention was inspiring and supportive. I suppose
it put things into context too with respect to God. I may think I can live my best life alone
but if I let God in, surrender to the presence of God, well just maybe I won’t need to try so
hard.
Noel
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The Effects of Centering Prayer in my Life.
Seeing the invitation to write something this year, I quickly decided not to. Why? Because
life has been stormy in the last year or so, with a fair bit of stress and probably more
downs than ups. I felt that, having no unremittingly ‘happy story’ to telI, I should say
nothing. But then I realised that turbulent periods are part of everyone’s life and it’s
important to chart the effects of Centering Prayer in these times too.
The reasons for the storms and stresses are not hard to find. My mum’s Alzheimer’s
disease worsened markedly in 2017, with increasing weight loss and a level of agitation
born of a dark ‘lostness’ that was very hard to witness. Mercifully this wasn’t a permanent
state, but it was becoming more frequent. I was actively praying that God would take
her, as all I could see for 2018 was increasing suffering.
So it was a mercy and release when she died, unexpectedly in the end, on Christmas Day
after a short, rapid decline. In the first few weeks afterwards, God was palpably present,
bringing the right people and resources at exactly the right time. I felt the witness of
the Spirit within me very strongly and was aware that, although this was a special grace
given for this time, there was an immediacy to it that was due to Centering Prayer. I was
profoundly grateful for it.
But the months since then have been difficult. I realise that much of this is about grieving,
which seems to make everything harder. Does Centering Prayer make a difference in
these circumstances too?
I think it does. Not as the ‘quick fix’ that we humans always want, but in the way that it
keeps drawing us back to God and to who we truly are. Turbulent and distracted as my
practice often is at present, there is something helpful in the very act of interrupting my
usual mental programmes twice a day. It keeps bringing me back, in faith, to consent
and surrender when, left to myself, I could easily forget all about them. And I realise as I
reflect that there’s more going on than I’d thought: overall, there’s a greater openness to
God and often, in corporate worship, a desire to ‘merge’ with Him; there’s a deeper level
of trust in Jesus and desire for Him to live His life in me. At times, there’s an embryonic
sense that at my core, I am tethered into God while the storms rage above and around
me.
So far, these welcome ‘effects’ come mostly in transitory glimpses and experiences but
I know they are the work of the Holy Spirit. I still feel stuck in many ways and long for a
more settled sense of God in everyday life. But I know that He’s at work and that my task
is to let Him work in His way and His time. This is hard, though necessary, learning for
impatient control-freaks like me – but it’s hopeful too . . .
									Janet Morris
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The free Contemplative Outreach app for Centering
Prayer is now available for iPhones and iPads (iOS
7+) and Android phones. Spanish-language versions
are also available.
The Centering Prayer mobile app supports one’s daily
prayer practice commitment. Beautiful, elegant and
peaceful, the app includes an adjustable timer, as well
as opening and closing prayer options that may be read
before and after Centering Prayer. An assortment of
sounds and backgrounds allow one to choose the type
of environment for the prayer time. Brief instructions
for learning Centering Prayer are also included.
You can find the app in the the iTunes App Store or
the Google Play Store if you have an Android; search
for Centering Prayer, select the one by Contemplative
Outreach.
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Silence in the Holy Land
I have come to the Holy Land on the Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme in Palestine
and Israel (EAPPI). Each day I sit in silence just as I do at home. Then I set forth to listen to
stories and walk beside those who live in and walk and work this Holy Land.
I know that I would not be here were it not for the presence of Centering Prayer in my life.
I am reminded that at the root of Centering Prayer is the acceptance of the basic core of
goodness in each unique being. Because of Centering Prayer I have found an understanding
of what it means to be a contemplative in action.
These days it means sitting in a Bedouin tent and sharing warm unleavened bread with
Abed the shepherd and his family as the sun comes up. Then walking with Abed and his
flock of sheep in the arid pasture that would be considered waste land in Ireland but is
sacred to him and his family.
These days it means taking the hand of the trusting Ansaf as she runs down the dirt track
and greets me with a shy smile. Then seeing her and her friends through a checkpoint as
she goes to and from school.
These days it means acknowledging without judgement the young armed woman soldier
A197 who stands doing her job at the Damascus Gate in old Jerusalem.
In a couple of months I will take the stories of Abed and Ansaf and A197 in my heart as I
go back to my life in County Waterford. There I will marvel at sheep nourishing themselves
in our lush green fields. I will celebrate children skipping along to school having been
dropped at the gate by parents who have free access to travel. I will chat with our friendly
Garda (police officer) as we queue side by side at the coffee shop.
All will be changed and yet all will be the same as I sit down in the silence.
Lesley Kavanagh
EAPPI is a World Council of Churches Programme established in 2002 following a request from the Christian
Churches in Jerusalem to send human rights monitors to witness life in Israel and Occupied Palestine.
International volunteer Ecumenical Accompaniers come from any faith or secular backgrounds and spend
three months there. EAPPI uses international human rights law to highlight and report on the lives of the
people who are effected by the Occupation. Further information may be found at: www.eyewitnessblogs.com
and www.quaker.org.uk/eappi and www.eappi.org/en
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From the New Administrator for Contemplative Outreach
To all who serve Contemplative Outreach and to all
practitioners of Centering Prayer, bless you!
After receiving news of being selected as Administrator
for Contemplative Outreach, I am struck silent. How fitting.
Considering the community I am addressing and serving, I am
humbled beyond the ability to describe my emotional state.
I know many of you have given decades of time and service
supporting the growth and expansion of the Centering Prayer
movement, so I struggle with feelings of measuring up to
a standard I can’t possibly achieve. That said, here is a little
information about me.
My name is Denis Sheehan and I live in Phoenix Arizona with my wife of 27 years, Manuela.
We have three children and two grandchildren, all of which have contributed significantly
to my formation. I hold an undergraduate and graduate degree in business administration
and have received my certificate in Spiritual Direction from Christian Formation and
Direction Ministries. I have served in a variety of positions during my working career and
semi-retired three years ago to practice spiritual direction.
How I ended up as Administrator is an interesting tale that I would like to share with you.
About nine years ago, a friend of mine handed me a copy of Fr Thomas’ book: Open Mind,
Open Heart. As I read, something mystical began happening within me. The best way to
describe what was occurring is that Centering Prayer seemed to be the answer to a prayer
that I didn’t know I was praying. Centering Prayer provided a method of going beyond the
surface activities of my existence, and tapping into something much deeper. This deeper
existence seemed to nullify all other activities, or at least put them in their proper place.
I couldn’t get enough silence, and when I would share my experience with others, they
seemed to look at me with a bit of skepticism. After attending my first 10-day intensive
retreat, my brother thought I had fallen off the deep end. Who in their right mind would
spend ten days in silence? Not only me, but better yet, there was a whole community of
like-minded individuals that had been invited to this rich practice as well.
My Centering Prayer and desire for silence continued to develop with additional retreats
and finding a local Centering Prayer community. As the draw to interior silence continued
to grow, my external activities were affected as well. By letting thoughts go downstream
time after time during Centering Prayer, I naturally became less engaged with external
activities that had previously defined me. This shift was the beginning of an end.
In August of 2012, I was promoted to Safety Supervisor for the City of Phoenix. This was the
most prestigious position that I had during my full-time working career. I had everything
I thought I wanted -- a good wage, great benefits, and a prestigious position among my
peers. I had the responsibility of overseeing employee safety for an organization of more
than 14,000 people. I was at the top of my game and I expected to remain there for the
duration of my working career. Then God began to stir the waters of my soul.
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In early 2014, I began getting more and more dissatisfied with my current position. This
was the job I had hoped for most of my working career and yet it no longer provided the
satisfactions it once did. The job didn’t change, but I was changing. God was letting me
know that I wasn’t going to live forever, and I was becoming more and more aware that the
time I had left was important. I had been offered the option to retire early and it seemed
as though the decision had already been made for me. I left the best job I had ever had in
order to pursue a life contributing to something I deemed meaningful. The problem was, I
didn’t know what that meaningful life was going to be.
A few months into retirement, I received a call from a friend of mine who is an Episcopal
priest asking me to consider becoming a spiritual director. There just happened to be a
two-year training program starting in a few months. Since this invitation seemed to come
out of nowhere and at just the right time, I assumed this was the direction God was calling
me, and it was. After completion of the program I began offering spiritual direction to
individuals on retreat, as well as providing group spiritual direction to veterans affected
with PTSD. This new chapter of my life has been richly rewarding and I once again settled
into the idea that this is what God had intended for my duration.
Last November, I was working with my wife on her work budget and realized that I missed
budgeting and administration work. I had spent many years performing these duties and
realized that I have a natural ability for this sort of work. As I felt the emptiness of my
incomplete life, I began to pray that God would fully utilize me with all my gifts, abilities
and talents.
In February, I received notice of the Administrator’s vacancy from Contemplative Outreach.
The alignment of Contemplative Outreach’s Vision, Theological Principals and Guidelines
for Contemplative Outreach Service and my personal values are a wonderful match. When I
first applied for the position, I was focused on what I could bring to Contemplative Outreach
based on my education, experience, skills and talents. What I found after spending time
with our Governing Board is just how much growth potential would be available to me just
by association with these wonderful people. I can tell you first hand that we are fortunate
indeed to have the leadership team of Contemplative Outreach serving the needs of our
ever-growing population. To work for an organization that is Spirit-led, contemplative by
nature, and in the business of transforming people’s lives in a deep and meaningful way
seemed too good to be true; but we all know that God is in the business of making the “too
good to be true,” true.
In conclusion, I am reminded of God’s promise found in Jeremiah 29:11-14:
For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord,
plans to prosper you and not to harm you,
plans to give you hope and a future.
Then you will call on me and come and pray to me,
and I will listen to you.
You will seek me and find me
when you seek me with all your heart.
In His and your service,
Denis
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Contemplative Outreach Ireland
Centering Prayer Retreat Schedule

Sept 2018 - December 2019
21st -23rd September 2018 Weekend Retreat.
Tobar Mhuire Retreat Centre , Crossgar, Co. Down
6th – 13th November 2018 8 Day Post-Intensive Retreat.
Ballyvaloo Retreat Centre, Co. Wexford.
30th Nov – 2nd December 2018 Advent Weekend Retreat.
Ballyvaloo Retreat Centre, Co. Wexford
8th -10th March 2019 Weekend Retreat
Esker Retreat Centre, Athenry, Co. Galway
19th – 26th March. 2019 8 Day Advanced Retreat. (12 Step Friendly).
Manresa Jesuit Centre of Spirituality, Dublin 3
24th- 26th May 2019 Weekend Retreat.
Manresa Jesuit Centre of Spirituality, Dublin 3
12th July 2019. Friday. Centering Prayer Retreat Day.
Mount St Anne’s Retreat Centre. Killinard, Co. Laoise
16th -23rd July 2019

8 Day Intensive Retreat.(12 Step friendly).

Tobar Mhuire Retreat Centre , Crossgar, Co. Down.
27th -29th September 2019 Weekend Retreat.
Tobar Mhuire Retreat Centre , Crossgar, Co. Down
6th – 13th November 2019 8 Day Post-Intensive Retreat.
Ballyvaloo Retreat Centre, Co. Wexford.
29th Nov – 1st December 2019 Advent Weekend Retreat.
Ballyvaloo Retreat Centre, Co. Wexford

For Bookings or further Information Please contact Kathleen or Eileen
Phone: 00353 87 6017709 Email: contemplativeoutreachireland@gmail.com

